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(pages 226-Zjl)
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Instructions: Match the words in the WORD BOX with these definitions.

1. the ceremony of admitting a person into Christian ministry
- - - - - - - - - - - 2. worry and annoy; cause great pain to

3. care taken beforehand; careful

ord

4. exactly correct; true

5. a wild, drunken festival
6. enemy; foe

7. a thorny orpricklyplant
8. ask earnestly for help; plead
9. sober; serious
10. miserable; left alone; hopeless
11. skillful; nimble
12. very salty water
13. with secret or sly actions
14. go beyond; do better than

Sox

accurate
adversary
appeal
apprehension
boa
briar
brine
defeat
deft
demure
forlorn
ordination
orgy•
precaution
reflection
remonstrate•
stealthily
surpass
torment
traitor

15. person who is unfaithful or betrays another
16. a very large nonpoisonous snake
17. act of throwing back or reproducing light, heat, or sound
18. gain victory over; win over
19. fear; dread; also seizing or arrest
20. object; protest; urge strongly against

--....-------------------------------8

Lesson
Use a word or a form of a word in the word box to fill the blanks of these sentences:
1. Mother worked with

------------------------~

hands, cutting the meat into chunks.

2. She canned some of the meat and put the rest into salt

----------------------

3. The baby deer saw its

in the water as it went
--------------------------~

to get a drink.
4. The teacher

48

-----------------------------

with her pupils for being so noisy.

5. The cat stole

toward the bird, then pounced upon it.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-

6. We watched the oncoming storm with
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

7. Even though we were quite satisfied that the thieves would not be back , we locked the

8. We learned that our new clock was not

in keeping time.
~~~~~~~~~~~~

9. The Sheaffer pen

any others I have tried in
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

quality and duration.
to the younger .children for help in

10. Carol
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

getting the work done before Mom came home.

Review-- __, __ _
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Following is a list of words you have studied recently. See if you can match them
to the words and phrases below without using your dictionary.
anticipation
gilded
inhabitant
anonymous
pre cautious

atmosphere
incomparable
fugitive
stealthy
iniquity

cavity
casserole
paradise
gale
brine

disaster
conceited
vaunt
liberty
boa

domestic
despair
wretched
moderate
adversary

drenched
harmony
cipher
rouse
veer

1. proud

16. place of rest

2. occupant

17. misfortune

3. tame

18. zero

4. wake up

19. lose hope

5. runaway

20. nameless

6. sly

21. soaked

7. expectation

22. strong wind

B. baking dish

23. turn sharply

9. boast

24. agreement

10. careful

25. average

11. hole (in a tooth)

26. covered with gold

12. sin

27. snake

13. air

28. enemy

14. wicked

29. salt water

15. matchless

30. freedom
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7. a thorny or pricklyplant
8. ask earnestly for help; plead
9. sober; serious
10. miserable; left alone; hopeless
11. skillful; nimble
12. very salty water
13. with secret or sly actions
14. go beyond; do better than
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10. careful
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